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Wk 9 Gr 10 Sci Lesson 26_EK 

 

Subject: Grade 10 Science 
Term: 1  
Week: 9   Lesson Number: 26B 
Unit: 8.2: Victims and suspects. 
Topic: Cause of death (Pearson Science 9 SB. Pg.336 - 337)  
Practice: Reading skills 

 
Introduction: 
This lesson is made up of lesson resource/ notes and practice exercise. 
 
Instruction:  
Follow the steps given below and work through the lesson. 
Step 1: Copy the Header into your exercise book. Make sure that your Handwriting is neat and 

legible. 
Step 2: Read the lesson resource and copy or make summary notes in your exercise book.   
Step 3: Complete thePractice Exercise.  
Step 4: After you have completed the practice exercise, revise your work.  (I will be checking your 

Exercise Book when you return to School).  
 
Lesson Resource/ Notes: 
Read through your lesson resource/ notes and make summary notes and cut and paste diagrams 
or draw them into your exercise book. 
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Practice Exercise 26B: 
Write the questions first and then your answer in complete sentences. Watch the correct spelling 
of terms and appropriate calculations where required. 
 
1. Before you read “Cause of death”, what do you think the text will be about? Begin your 

sentence like this: I think the text “Cause of death” will be about.................................. 

2. Copy the first and last sentence of paragraph 1 and the bulletin points of Cause of death'. 

(Write neatly and do not miss a word) 

3. Copy the first and last sentence of paragraph 1 for the sub – title shooting. (Write neatly and 

do not miss a word) 

4. Copy the first and  last sentence of  paragraph of sub – tile wounds  (Write neatly and do not 

miss a word) 

5. Your notes should look like this: 

Cause of death  

 Shooting............... (Write neatly and do not miss a word) 

 Wounds............... (Write neatly and do not miss a word) 

6. Use the notes copied and the Resource to answer the questions below. Write your questions 

into your exercise book and answer the questions in complete sentences. (Write neatly into 

the book) 

A. Explain how investigators determine if a gun short blast came from close or far away. Begin 

your explanation like this: Investigators determine.................. 

. 

B. Identify what type of murder weapon was used if: 

i). There is a clear entry and exit hole on the body. 

ii). There is a 'peppering' of wounds. 

iii). The person was complaining of stomach problems before they died. 

 

 
You will have developed an understanding of the cause of death at a crime scene.  


